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Introduction

⇒ (local) goal Understanding changing human-computer interactions and

their impact on math (study of the history of math in relation to history of

hard-and software)

⇒ Motivation

– Significance and impact of the computer on our society + “hidden”

user-adapted computers

⇒ The Heideggerian assumption: “[L]arge sections of computer science

are paralyzed by accepting this moron as their typical customer. [U]ser

friendliness is, among other things the cause of a frantic effort to hide

the fact that eo ipso computers are mathematical machines (Dijkstra,

1985)

⇒ Strategy: “we cannot fully understand our own conceptual scheme with-

out plumbing its historical roots, but in order to appreciate those roots,

we may well have to filter them back through our own ideas.” (J. Webb,

1981)

⇒ Going back to the roots of digital computing – developing math from “physi-

cal” interactions/encounters between ENIAC and mathematicians/logicians

⇒ Confronting the more “physical” collaborations with the now.
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Introduction (2): Overview

• “Quick” tour through ENIAC

• Lehmer, number-theory and the explorative attitude in math

• “Johny”, Monte Carlo, the bomb and the flow diagram

• Curry and the composition of programs

• A confrontation with modern computer-assisted math

• Discussion
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“Quick” tour through ENIAC
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“Quick” tour through ENIAC. Background (1)

• ENIAC, The Electronic(!) Numerical Integrator And Computer

• Initial idea to build a large computer using vacuum tubes: Mauchly who

wanted to predict the weather.

• In 1941, Mauchly met Presper J. Eckert at the Moore School at Penn Uni-

versity. Eckert “was willing and agreeable to talk about the possibility of

electronic computers [...] Nobody else really wanted to give it a second

thought” [Mauchly, 1970]

⇒ Formal proposal to the Navy Ordnance for building an electronic computer

(mainly to compute firing tables). Eckert and Mauchly started building the

ENIAC in 1943. Unveiled to the public on February 15, 1946

• Local and direct programming method: “The ENIAC was a son-of-a-bitch

to program” (Jean Bartik)

• Initially the ENIAC was a highly parallel machine, until it was rewired in

1948

“The original “direct programming” recabling method can best be described

as analogous to the design and development of a special-purpose computer

out of ENIAC component parts for each new application” (Fritz, 1994)
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A “quick” tour through the ENIAC. (A. Goldstine, 1946; A.& H.

Goldstine; Burks, 1981)
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The units of the ENIAC.

• 20 accumulators

• a multiplier, a divider and square rooter

• a constant transmitter and 3 function tables (ENIAC’s main

memory storage units)

• one master programmer (a central programming unit)

• cycling unit

• initiating unit

• a card reader and a printer
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Some general aspects.

• Two kinds of circuits: the numerical circuits for storing and processing elec-

tric signals representing numbers and programming circuits for controlling

the communication between the different parts of the machine.

• All units had to be programmed locally, connected through program cables

• Synchronization: the central programming pulse (CPP) = one addition time

= 1/5000 second.

• Each unit takes an integer number of addition times to complete its oper-

ation. If so programmed it emits a programming pulse after finishing the

operation, activating the next (sub)routine.
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The accumulator. The main arithmetic units.
The numerical part

* Each can store a 10-decimal signed number in ten decade ring counters +

PM-counter (for the sign)

* 5 input channels (α to ǫ), two output channels (A and S)to transmit a

number n (through A) or its complement 1010 − n (through S), or both

(AS).

The programming part

* 12 program controls: 4 receivers, 8 transceivers

* The transceiver: a program pulse input and output terminal

* The receiver: it has no program pulse output terminal and no repeater

switch
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The master programmer. Centralized programming mem-

ory.

• 10 independently functioning units, each having a 6-stage counter

(called the stepper)

• 3 input terminals for each stepper counter (the stepper input,

direct input and clear input)

• 6 output terminals for each stage of the stepper. Each such stage

s was associated with a fixed number ds by manually setting

decade switches, and with 1 to 5 decade counters.
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Figure 1: A Schematic (Reduced) Representation of a stepper

counter of the Master Programmer.
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Branching...

“The mathematical methods available to a computing unit depends of course on

the versatility of the unit [...] The advent of large-scale computers has added a

fifth operation of considerable importance, namely, discrimination. This is the

operation of making a choice [...] This operation is peculiar to discrete-variable

machines, since its outcome is not continuous. (Lehmer, 1951)”

• “magnitude discrimination” or “branching” : possible because 9

digit pulses were transmitted for sign indication M and none for

sign indication P. The fact that digit pulses were transmitted for

every digit except for 0 could be exploited in a similar manner.

• special adaptor for transforming digit pulse into programming

pulse to the program pulse input terminal of an otherwise unused

‘dummy (program) control’

Two methods

• ‘IF’ with two output channels of an accumulator

• ‘IF’ with one output channel and a stepper
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Lehmer, number-theory and the explorative atti-
tude in math (Joint work with M. Bullynck)

“My father did many things to make me realize at an early age that mathematics,

and especially number theory, is an experimental science.” (Lehmer, 1974)

“I spent [...] two days [...] walking around in the red canyons and exploring

the paleontology and archeology of the region [...] On the floor of the canyon

are little postholes, and if you investigate one of these you will find a whole

little world of its own, living, until it dries out of course, in this very restricted

environment. That’s the nature of the material I am presenting here.”
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How a number theorist got involved with computers...

• The Ballistic Research Laboratories (Aberdeen Proving Ground)

had “assembled a ‘Computations Committee’ to prepare for uti-

lizing the machine after its completion”, and the ENIAC was

extensively test-run during its first months.

• The members:

* Leland B. Cunningham (an astronomer)

* Haskell B. Curry (a logician)

* Derrick H. Lehmer (a number theorist)
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Lehmer and the first extensive number-theoretical compu-

tation on the ENIAC

• “[Lehmer] had programmed the problem and run it on ENIAC, with J.

Mauchly serving as “computer operator”, during the three-day weekend of

July 4, 1946. The running time of the problem occupied almost the entire

weekend, around the clock, without a single interruption or malfunction. It

was the most stringent performance test applied up to that time, and would

be an impressive one even today. The problem was only a “test problem”

from the point of view of the Army, but it provided an intrinsically

important result in the theory of numbers.” (Alt, 1972)

• A special (but invalid) case of the converse of Fermat’s little theorem

Theorem 1 If n divides 2n − 2 then n is a prime

• Goal I Testing the ENIAC

• Goal II Finding composite numbers to generate tables of primes
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How was ENIAC used to compute composite numbers?

• The ENIAC was used to determine a list of exponents e of 2 mod p, i.e., the

least value of n such that 2n ≡ 1 mod p with p prime

• These exponents can be used to determine composite numbers of the form

2pq − 2 through the theorem:

Theorem 2 If p and q are odd distinct primes, then 2pq − 2 is divisible by

pq if and only if p - 1 is divisible by the exponent to which 2 belongs modulo

q and q - 1 is divisible by the exponent to which 2 belongs modulo p

• Compute relatively small numbers to compute large numbers

• A sieve was implemented on the ENIAC to determine primes relative to the

first 15 primes, thus making use of the ENIAC’s parallelism. The last prime

p processed, after 111 hours of computing time, was p = 4538791
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Computing the exponent e: the machine’s point of view
“[The method used by the ENIAC is] based directly on the definition of e, namely,

to compute

2n ≡ Γn(modp), n = 1, 2, ....

until the value 1 appears or an until n = 2001, whichever happens first. Of

course, the procedure was done recursively by the algorithm:

Γ1 = 2, Γn+1 =

8

<

:

Γn + Γn if Γn + Γn < p

Γn + Γn − p otherwise

Only in the second case can Γn+1 be equal to 1. Hence this delicate exponential

question in finding e(p) can be handled with only one addition, subtraction, and

discrimination at a time cost, practically independent of p, of about 2 seconds

per prime. This is less time than it takes to copy down the value of p and in

those days this was sensational.” (Lehmer, 1974)
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A Prime Sieve: internalization, parallelism and heuristic

programming

• making use of the ENIAC’s parallelism

• Internal “call-by-value” of primes, instead of “slow” external

feeding

• Minimizing the chance that p = 2n+1 is not a prime relative to

the primes ≤ 47, + divisibility p− 1 by e. Remainder (25 out of

11336) eliminated by hand

• Eratosthenes’s Sieve:




1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 ...

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 ...
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The Reconstruction

Eniac set-up diagram.

“Well, we were happy to have a wiring diagram. On the ENIAC that was our

language””
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Reconstruction of the Sieve

• One accumulator for each prime 2 < pj ≤ 47, resulting in 14 accumulators

for the sieve.

• Initial set-up:

* In each accumulator Apj
, set complement of pj − 1, e.g. Ap14

will

contain M 9999999954.

* Initiating program pulse (pp) to (a) first transceiver T1 of each Apj
,

operation switch set to α, plus repeater set to 1 (b) the constant trans-

mitter. This will send the number two to each of the Apj

• The next steps: check for each Apj
in parallel whether P = 2r+1 is divisible

by pj

– Checking routine. Use of second branching method, connecting the

PM lead of the S output of each of the Apj
to 14 dummy controls (T2).

If P is divisible by pj , the number contained in Apj
will be P 0000000000

and thus positive, while it will be negative in all other cases (this is why

we use complements). If a given Apj
stores P 0000000000, and P is thus

divisible by pj , Apj
has to be reset to the complement of 2pj .

– The problem of loading 2pj . Only those that contain P 0000000000

should receive a number (Problem 1) and each must receive a different

number (Problem 2).
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Reconstruction of the Sieve. Solution of the two main prob-
lems

Problem 1. Directly connect the program pulse output terminal of each

of the dummy controls (T2) of the Apj
to the program pulse input terminal

of one of the transceivers (T3) of each of the Apj
. This could be done by

using a loaded program jumper (A. Goldstine, 1946). Each T3 of an

Apj
is set to receive once through input channel α, β or γ depending on the

group Apj
belongs to.

Problem 2. Use of the three function tables and special digit adaptors.

The 14 Apj
’s are divided into three groups: Ap1

– Ap5
, Ap6

– Ap10
, Ap11

– Ap14
. In each group, the PP output terminal of T1 of rsp. Ap1

, Ap6

and Ap11
is connected to three different program cables. The first of these

cables sends a PP to function table 1, the second to function table 2 and

the last to function table 3. Each of the function tables contains rsp. one

of the following values: M 610142226, M 3438465862 and M 64828694 at

place 0 (function value f(0)). Each of these values will be sent through the

respective input channels α, β and γ and then be converted in the correct

way through an adaptor connecting a shifter and deleter adaptors.
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Reconstruction of the Sieve
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Reconstruction of the Exponent Routine
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Reconstruction of the Division Routine
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Lehmer’s vision on computing & math: the machine as a
collaborator

• “The computer as a means to disclose the universe of mathematics: “[T]he

most important influence of the machines on mathematics should lie in

the opportunities that exist for applying the experimental method to

mathematics. [...] Many a young Ph.D. student in mathematics has written

his dissertation about a class of objects without ever having seen one of

the objects at close range. There exists a distinct possibility that the new

machines will be used in some cases to explore the terrain that has been

staked out so freely and that something worth proving will be discovered in

the rapidly expanding universe of mathematics.”

• Lehmer’s classification of human-machine mathematics

– Searching for counterexamples

– Verification and exploration of cases of a proposition to find ideas for a

proof (or formulate support for conjecture)

– Construction and inspection of tables: “Not only is the publication of

such tables impossible; even the inspection is well beyond human capa-

bility. It soon becomes apparent that it should be the machine’s

responsibility to make this inspection”

– Verification of a large number of cases ⇒ Lehmer’s version of “true”

theorem proving
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Lehmer’s vision on computing & math: significance of “hands-
on”

• To know the machine... A lot of the people around here know a machine,

the computing machine is a place where you leave the deck and then there

is a place where you pick up the paper. That’s what a computing machine

is. [...] And they are fighting this machine, trying to get it to respond to

their demands, finally succeeding; that’s what a machine is to them. They

really don’t have any – I guess the way we say it today: they don’t have

a sense of identity with the machine. We used to have, when we

had “hands on” policies, you know

• “The language problem is a case in point. Languages like ALGOL and

FORTRAN stand between the user and the machine to “help him commu-

nicate.” [O]f course, the contemplated user is never a number theorist. For

example in FORTAN II all positive integers are less than 32,768 and mul-

tiplication is only approximate [L]anguages cost real money. However, the

needs of the number theorist are pretty well met by a package of much used

subroutines written in machine language. (computer technology applied to

the theory of numbers)”

• “As things become more and more automated, of course, it began to sepa-

rate from the machines to some extent; helping it communicate, but it also

is a barrier between the operator, between the user and the machine”
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Lehmer’s vision on computing & math: unpredictability

and speed

“In casting about for genuine theorems the proofs of which will tax the powers of

a human being, we want to exploit the speed of the machine. This means

that the proof must involve many thousands of steps all sufficiently different

so that the outcome cannot be forecast. We must also exploit those features

of the logical system of the machine that permit it to supervise and organize

its own program. We should make it proceed in an unpredictable way

by laying its own track ahead of it like a caterpillar tractor. At the

same time it should keep a record of where it has been, so that it can return at a

previous point and branch out along another path whenever it decides that this

is necessary. Humans find this kind of work difficult even when it occurs in only

moderate amounts.”
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“Johny”, Monte Carlo, the bomb and the flow di-

agram

“Goldstine had met von Neumann at the Aberdeen railroad station” (Eckert,

1980)

“For a whole host of reaons [he] had become seriously interested in the ther-

monuclear problem being pawned at that time in Los Alamos by a friendly

fellow-Hungarian scientist, Edward Teller, and his groups. Johnny [...] let it be

known that construction of the ENIAC was nearing completion, and he won-

dered whether Stan Frankel and I would be interested in preparing a preliminary

computational model of a thermonuclear reaction for the ENIAC.” (Metropolis)
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Johny and the The Monte Carlo method

Remark dated 1983 by Ulam: “The first thoughts and attempts

I made to practice [the Monte Carlo Method] were suggested by

a question which occurred to me in 1946 as I was convalescing

from an illness and playing solitaires. The question was what

are the chances that a Canfield solitaire laid out with 52

cards will come out successfully? After spending a lot

of time trying to estimate them by pure combinatorial calculations, I

wondered whether a more practical method than “abstract thinking”

might not be to lay it out say one hundred times and simply observe

and count the number of successful plays. This was already possible

to envisage with the beginning of the new era of fast computers Later

[in 1946, I] described the idea to John von Neumann and we began to plan actual

calculations.
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Description of an example by von Neumann in a

letter to Richtmyer as explained by Metropolis:

“The idea is to follow the development of a

large number of individual neutron chains

[A]t each stage a sequence of decisions has

to be made based on statistical probabili-

ties [T]he first two decisions occur at time t = 0, when a neutron is selected

to have a certain velocity and a certain spatial position. The next decisions are

the position of the first collision and the nature of that collision. If it is deter-

mined that a fission occurs, the number of emerging neutrons must be decided

upon, and each of these neutrons is eventually followed in the same fashion as

the first. If the collision is decreed to be a scattering, appropriate statistics are

invoked to determine the new momentum of the neutron. [T]hus, a genealogical

history of an individual neutron is developed. The process is repeated for other

neutrons until a statistically valid picture is generated. [...] How are the var-

ious decisions made? To start with, the computer must have a source

of uniformly distributed pseudo-random numbers.
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“Johny” and the Monte Carlo method

• exploring neutron chain reactions in fission devices: estimation of multipli-

cation rate to predict explosive behavior fission device

• “The statistical approach is very well suited to a digital treatment”

• Limited memory and External representation of neutrons: “char-

acter” determined by size of punched card: “each neutron is represented by

[an 80 entry punched computer] card [which carries its characteristic] that

is, such things as the zone of material the neutron was in, its radial position

[...] its velocity, and the time [but also] the necessary random values”

• Speed “I doubt that the processing of 100 ‘neutrons’ will take much longer

than the reading, punching and (once) sorting time of 100 cards; i.e., about

3 minutes. Hence, taking 100 ‘neutrons’ through 100 of these stages should

take about 300 minutes”

• “For each of thousands of neutrons, the variables describing the chain of

events are stored, and this collection constitutes a numerical model of

the process being studied. The collection of variables is analyzed using sta-

tistical methods identical to those used to analyze experimental observations

of physical processes” (Eckhard, 1987)

⇒ Problem: random numbers.....
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⇒ What kind of random number generator was used?

[Metropolis] suggested an obvious name for the statistical method – a

suggestion not unrelated to the fact that Stan had an uncle who would borrow

money from relatives because he “just had to go to Monte Carlo.”

• The “quadratic” iterator: xn = 4xn−1(xn−1 − 1)2 → “Any physically ex-

isting machine has a certain limit of precision. [I]n each transformation any

error will be amplified on the average by approximately two. In about 33

steps the first round-off error will have grown to about 1010. No matter

how random the sequence is in theory, after about 33 steps one is really

only testing the random properties of the round-off error. Then one might

as well admit that one can prove nothing, because the amount of theoretical

information about the statistical properties of the round-off mechanism is

nil”

• Von Neumann’s middle square method (used on ENIAC): Take a

number x0, of length n, square it, resulting in y0 of length 2n, extract the

middle n-digits, resulting in a new number x1, square it, resulting in y1, ....

⇒ “it is seen that this process cannot be recommended as a source of random

digits. ” (Lehmer, 1951)
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“Johny”, ENIAC and the randomness of π and e. Context

Anyone who considers arithmetical methods of producing random digits

is, of course, in a state of sin. von Neumann, 1949

• “Early in June, 1949, Professor John von Neumann expressed an interest in

the possibility that the ENIAC might sometime be employed to determine

the value of π and e to many decimal places with a view toward obtaining

a statistical measure of the randomness of distribution of the digits [...]

Further interest in the project on π was expressed in July by Dr. Nicholas

Metropolis [...]” (Reitwiesner, 1950)
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Figure 2: The first 2035 digits of π computed by the ENIAC, at the Ballistics

Research Laboratory.
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“Johny”, ENIAC and the randomness of π and e

• Possibility of error: “In order to insure absolute digital accuracy, the

programming was arranged so that one half applied to computation and

the other half to checking. Before any deck of cards was employed to deter-

mine the next i digits, the cards were reversed and employed in the checking

sequence to each division by a multiplication and each adition by a subtrac-

tion and vice versa [...]”

The ENIAC determinations of both π and e confirm the [previously made]

808-place determination[s] of e and π

• Time issues The computation of π was completed over the labor-day week

end through the combined efforts of four members of the ENIAC staff [...]

Fritz and the author, taking turns on eight-hour shifts to keep the ENIAC

operating continuously throughout the week end.”

• External/human exploration
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Planning and coding of problems for an electronic comput-
ing instrument (with H. Goldstine)

• ”Since coding is not a static process of translation, but rather the

technique of providing a dynamic background to control the automatic evo-

lution of a meaning, it has to be viewed as a logical problem and one that

represents a new branch of formal logics.”

• ”It is advisable [...] to plan first the course of the process and the relationship

of its successive stages to their changing codes, and to extract from this the

original codes sequence as a secondary operation [...] We therefore propose

to begin the planning of a coded sequence by laying out a schematic of the

course of C through that sequence. [T]his schematic is the flow diagram

of C. [T]o make the flow diagram of C the first step in code-planning appears

to be extensively justified by our own experience with the coding of

actual problems.

• Composition of programs? “This possibility should, more than anything

else, remove a bottleneck at the preparing, setting up and coding of a prob-

lem, which might otherwise be quite dangerous.”

BUT: the “preparatory routine” does only one thing: changing the location

numbers in the subroutine

• “the problem of coding routines need not and should not be a dominant

difficulty”
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Figure 3: Flow chart for sorting
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Von Neumann’s vision on computing in math

• “In pure mathematics the really powerful methods are only effective when

one already has some intuitive connection with the subject, when one al-

ready has [...] some intuitive insight [T]here are large areas in pure mathe-

matics where we are blocked by a peculiar inter-relation of rigor and intuitive

insight, each of which is needed for the other, and where the unmathemati-

cal process of experimentation with physical problems has produced almost

the only progress which has been made. Computing, which is not too

mathematical either in the traditional sense but is still closer to

the central area of mathematics than this sort of experimentation

is, might be a more flexible and more adequate tool in these areas

than experimentation”

• “let me point out that we will probably not want to produce vast

amounts of numerical material with computing machines, for ex-

ample, enormous tables of functions. The reason for using fast computing

machines is not that you want to pro- duce a lot of information. [...] The

really difficult problems are of such a nature that the number of

data which enter is quite small. All you may want to know is a

few numbers, which give a rough curve, or one number. All you may want

in fact is a yes or a no,”
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Curry and the composition of programs (Joint work

with M. Bullynck and M. Carlé)

Curry as the logician of ENIAC’s computation committee
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Curry and Wyatt’s program on the ENIAC

• In collaboration with Willa Wyatt, one of ENIAC’s female programmers,

Curry wrote up a technical report “A study of inverse interpolation of the

Eniac” (1946, declassified in 1999)

• “The problem of inverse interpolation [...] is important in the calculation

of firing tables. Suppose the trajectory calculations have given us the co-

ordinates (x, y) of the projectile as functions of t (time) and φ (angle of

departure). For the tables we want t and φ as functions of x and y; in-

deed we wish to determine φ so as to hit a target whose position (x, y) is

known, and t is needed for the fuze setting or other purposes. [...] In this

report the problem of inverse interpolation is studied with reference to the

programming on the ENIAC as a problem in its own right.”
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Theoretical considerations in the 1946 report

• Stages and processes “The stages can be programmed as independent

units, with a uniform notation as to program lines, and then put together;

and since each stage uses only a relatively small amount of the equipment

the programming can be done on sheets of paper of ordinary size.”

• The Eniac experience and the program of inverse interpolation triggers

Curry’s interest to develop the topic further:

– “The problem of program composition was a major consideration in

a study of inverse interpolation on the ENIAC [...]; for although that

study was made under stress and was directed primarily towards find-

ing at least one practical method of programming a specific problem,

yet an effort was made to construct the program by piecing

together subprograms in such a way that modifications could

be introduced by changing these subprograms.” (Curry, 1950)

– “This problem is almost ideal for the study of programming; because,

although it is simple enough to be examined in detail by hand

methods; yet it is complex enough to contain a variety of kinds

of program compositions.” (Curry 1952)
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After the ENIAC experience

• Curry reads the John von Neumann - H.H. Goldstine reports

– Preliminary discussion of the logical design of an electronic comput-

ing instrument. 1946–1947 (idealized IAS machine – stored program

computer)

– Planning and coding of problems for an electronic computing instru-

ment. parts I,II and III, 1947–48.

• Building upon his readings and his ENIAC experience, Curry writes up two

technical reports for the Navy Ordnance (unclassified)

– 1949: “On the composition of programs for automatic computing”

– 1950: “A program composition technique as applied to inverse interpo-

lation”

– 1954: “The logic of program composition”, presented at 2e Colloque

International de Logique Mathématique, Paris, 25-30 août 1952 (= a

short resumé of the two preceding reports)
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On the composition of programs for automatic computing

• The problem of composition: “In the present state of development of

automatic digital computing machinery, a principal bottleneck is the

planning of the computation...The present report is an attack on this

problem from the standpoint of composition of computing schedules. By

this is meant the following. Suppose that we wish to perform a computa-

tion which is a complex of simple processes that have already been planned.

Suppose that for each of these component processes we have a plan recorded

in the form of what is here called a program, by means of a system of

symbolization called a code. It is required to form a program for the com-

posite computation. This problem is here attacked theoretically by using

techniques similar to those used in some phases of mathematical logic.”

• New notation and introduction of automated composition: “The

present theory develops in fact a notation for program construction which

is more compact than the “flow charts” of [Goldstine and Von Neumann].

Flow charts will be used [...] primarily as an expository device. By means

of this notation a composite program can be exhibited as a function of its

components in such a way that the actual formation of the composite pro-

gram can be carried out by a suitable machine.”
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On the composition of programs: Definitions and assump-
tions based on IAS machine

Program: “An assignment of n + 1 words to the first n + 1 locations will be

called a program.” X = M0M1...Mn

Two types of Words: quantities and orders. Orders consist of: 1) datum

number location, 2) exit number location and 3) an operator.

Mixed arithmetic order: arithmetical operation involving an order as

datum (cfr. partial substition in Goldstine-von Neumann)

“The distinction between quantities and orders is not a distinction of form [...]

The machine makes this distinction according to the situation. Making this

classification of words in advance is a difficult problem [...] [T]he first stage

in a study of programming is to impose restrictions on programs in order

that the words in all the configurations of the resulting calculation can be

uniquely classified into orders and quantities”

Regular program: a primary program or one that satisfies the table condi-

tion; typically determinate (restriction on the assignment of types); calcu-

lation terminates

Normal Program: X = AC, A is an order program and C a quantity program
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On the composition of programs: transformations

Given the programs X, Y, Z and numerical function T(k):

X = M0M1M2...Mp

Y = N0N1N2...Nq

Z = L0L1L2...Lr

T (k) = k′ k ≤ m, k′ ≤ n

Transformation of the first kind: changing the location numbers in a pro-

gram

Y=(T)(X): T(X) gives the Y such that n = m (m is range of location num-

bers in X) and every Ni is derived from Mi by replacing every location

number k in every order of X by T (k)

Transformation of the second kind: reshuffling the words to match up

with the changes in location numbers.

{T}(X) = Y =

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

N0 = M0

NT (i) = Mi if T is defined for i , i > 0 (∗)

Ni = J else
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On the composition of programs: Replacement

Replacement a program made up from two programs by putting, in certain

locations of one program, words from corresponding locations in the other

program.

Let Θ ⊂ {0, 1, 2, ..., p} (a list of integers), then the replacement Θ
Y

X = Z is:

Li =

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

Mi if i /∈ Θ, i ≤ p

Ni if i ≤ q and i ∈ φ or i > p

J if i ∈ Θ, i > q

When Θ = ∅ then X
Y

= X with spaces after
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On the composition of programs: Substitution

Simple Substitution: “A program Z will be said to be formed by substitution

of Y for a certain output in X, when Z carries on a calculation homomor-

phic to X until the control reaches that output, then starts a calculation

homomorphic to Y using the quantities calculated by X as quantity pro-

gram”

Notation: Z = X → Y

X = AC and Y = BC are normal, m is the location number (m ∈ A) at which

Y ist to be substituted, then Z = X → Y = SY (X) = [ ΘT1

[T2](Y )
](X) =

ΘT1

[T2](Y )
(T1)(X) is defined by

T1(k) =

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

k for 0 < k < m

m + |B| − 1 for k = m

k + |B| − 1 for m < k ≤ |A| + |C|

T2(k) =

8

<

:

m + k − n for n ≤ k ≤ n + |B| − 1

|A| + k − n for n + |B| < k ≤ n + |B| + |C| − 1
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On the composition of programs: Substitution

A C ... B C

A1
... A2 C ∅

|B|
m n

|B|

A C ... B C

... B ... C ∅

m n

A C ... B C

A1 B A2 C ∅

m n

Figure 4: From top to bottom: The T1(X) transformation; the T2(Y )

transformation; and finally the substitution [ ΘT1

[T2](Y ) ](X) that substi-

tutes Y in X at position m.
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1949: “On the composition of programs for automatic com-

puting”

Notations...

Curry Notation:

Polish notation:
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1949: “On the composition of programs for automatic com-

puting”

Notations...

Peano notation:
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1949: “On the composition of programs for automatic com-

puting”

Notations...

Begriffschrift:

“Frege’s notation, it must be remembered, died with him”
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1950: “A program composition technique as applied to in-
verse interpolation”
Some highlights

Synthesis of program of inverse interpolation: composition of the main routines

of the problem

Analysis into basic programs: “This analysis can, in principle at least, be

carried clear down until the ultimate constituents are the simplest possible

programs [...] Of course, it is a platitude that the practical man would not

be interested in composition techniques for programs of such simplicity, but

i is a common experience in mathematics that one can deepen ones insight

into the most profound and abstract theories by considering trivially simple

examples.”

Synthesis of basic programs (in general):

arithmetic programs: compiler for arithmetic procedures, i.e., “com-

plete theory for the construction of an arbitrary such program. This

program will not always be the shortest one possible to attain the re-

quired result; but, at least, it will be automatic as soon as certain deci-

sions are made.”

Discrimination programs

Secondary programs
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Table 1: Table of basic programs

Number for i = Symbol effects GvN for i =

0 1 2 3 A R X 0 1 2 3

1 {0 : A} 0 - - a

2 3 {πi(1) : A} πi(1) - - a a

4 5 6 {πi(A) : A} πi(A) - - a a a

7 8 9 10 πi(R) : A} πi(R) R - A a a a

11 12 13 14 {πi(x) : A} πi(x) - x - M -M

15 {d(∗)} : A} d(∗) x a

16 17 {A + πi(1) : A} A + πi(1) - - a a

18 19 20 21 {A + πi(R) : A} A + πi(R) R - a a a a

22 23 24 25 {A + πi(x) : A} A + πi(x) - x h -h Mh -Mh

26 {A + d(∗) : A} A + d(∗) - x a

27 {r} r(A) - R

28 {l} l(A) - L

29 {xR : A} a a x X

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

Number for i = Symbol effects GvN for i =

0 1 2 3 A R X 0 1 2 3

30 {A : R} A A - a

31 {x : R} A - A R

32 {A/x : R} A A x ÷

33 {A : x} A - A R

34 {A : d(∗)} A - b Sp

35 {A : e(∗)} A - b a

36 {K} - - - C

37 {A < 0} - - - Cc

38 stop - - - a
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The ENIAC experience
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The “ENIAC” experience: A new order of thinking?

• Speed + parallelism

• Internal “if” → external programming

• digital machine

⇒ Possibility of internalization & increased automation (from both sides)

⇒ Introduce discrete math in continuous math (∼ Hartree)

⇒ “multi-purposeness”

⇒ “Interaction” through direct “sensory” contact, during set-up and calcula-

tion

⇒ laborious process of programming
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The “ENIAC” experience for Lehmer, von Neumann and
Curry

• (explicit) Machine-awareness & centrism

– Lehmer: the “idiot” approach; “language” as a barrier; exploration of

parallelism

– Von Neumann: composition of programs largely manual; no “logical”

theory of basic orders ;“the problem of coding routines need not and

should not be a dominant difficulty”

– Curry: no use of combinators, but new theory adapted to IAS ma-

chine; restrictions and assumptions; adaptation basic programs to lim-

ited memory; relativity of notation/language

• Human-awareness & centrism

– Lehmer: Use of the machine for humanly impractical problems

– Von Neumann: four stages of programming: only the first – mathemat-

ical preparation – is considered “difficult”; human practicality: “proba-

bly not want to produce large amounts of numerical material”

– Curry: “[G]iven a certain memory capacity the principal bottleneck for

efficient performance is the preparation of problems”
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The “ENIAC” experience for Lehmer, von Neumann and
Curry

• Thinking within and beyond the man-machine limits

– Lehmer: slow process of punch input + limited memory: internal sieve

as a heuristic program; computation composites done by hand; possi-

bility of error; “This is not the kind of machine proof with a “look,

no hands!” point of view [...] Rather it is a man-machine cooperative

endeavor”

– Von Neumann: problem of rounding-off+problem of error; logical repre-

sentation of stored-program idea (Eckert, Mauchly); developing a plan

for the computation; statistical analyses done by hand; theory of artifi-

cial and natural automata

– Curry: “It is said that during the war an error in one of the firing tables

was caused by using the wrong lead screw in the differential analyser.

Such an error would have been impossible if the calculation had been

completely programmed.” “[C]onsequently features of machine design

which will cause an improvement in programming technique should be

very seriously considered ”
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The “ENIAC” experience for Lehmer, von Neumann and
Curry

• Automation and internalization

– Lehmer: sieve; possibility of the machine to do its own inspections

– Von Neumann: pseudo-random generators (but!); “No complicated cal-

culation can be carried out without storing considerable numerical ma-

terial while the calculation is in progress”

– Curry: “Now it is an important fact that the actual construction of a

program indicated in the above symbolism is a mechanical process.”
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The computer – now

• exponential increase in speed and memory

• stored-program computers

• ease of “programming” (“user-friendly”)

• graphical devices (printer, display)

• wider availbaility

⇒ high automatization and internalization

⇒ Increased interactivity

⇒ Indirect communication; restricted by the language; no “true” machine

hacking

⇒ Increased responsability for the machine
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The ENIAC-examples now

• Research on the random character of π and e: Bailey and Crandell, 2001 as

a “typical” example of “experimental math” (PSLQ and BBP)

• Research on programming and compiling: a well-established discipline

• The use of (visual) models and simulations is legio in all disciplines of science

(even philosophy!)

• The search for primes is ongoing: distributed computing
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Three modern examples

The visual: Mandelbrot and his set

– “[R]einvent the role of the eye” in math: “I look, look, look and play

with many pictures”

– The computer as a (hidden) microscope: “Incidentally, a picture is like

a reading of a scientific instrument”

– Emphasis on the insignificance of the quality of the printer/pictures:

“specks of dust”’ or interesting results?

Software: Wolfram, Mathematica & “A new kind of science”

– “[T]he visionary concept of Mathematica was to create once and for all

a single system that could handle all the various aspects of technical

computing–and beyond–in a coherent and unified way.”

– “Maple and Mathematica have opened the door for an integrated process

of experimentation, concept formation, and conjecturing”

– The development of an “integrated” science of everything, based on

(visual and numerical) explorations of cellular automata

The computer as a database: Sloane and the encyclopedia of in-

teger sequences

– An internet-based encyclopedia, with a built-in superseeker algorithm

– Humans-machine interactions: contributions by computers and humans
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– Multifunctionality: to compute, to look-up, to solve, to educate, etc
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Computer-assisted math now

• Machine-centrism? Rather “software”-centrism or the machine as a hidden

(but more “responsable”) instrument

• Human-centrism? User-friendliness in math (GUI’s); “humanization” of

math through experimental math;

• Thinking within the human-machine limits? Wolfram’s principle of compu-

tational equivalence; significance of integrated and increased interactivity;

risk of forgetting about the machine (taking it for granted): e.g. focus on

the eye (mistakes in Wolfram’s NKS);
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Discussion

• The ENIAC-experience: the machine that triggered a new order of thinking

within and because of the limits and possibilities |

• “hands-on” vs. “hands-off”

– Different kinds of mathematical thinking? Machine-centrism vs. human

and software-centrism

– Predefined knowledge in “hands-off’: more integrated but less necessary

to know what is behind the name of an algorithm ∼ Husserl’s paradox

of the progress of science

– The sky is the limit in the hands-off approach? Machine-limits vs. the-

oretical and algorithmic limits; significance of being aware of (and being

confronted with) the limitations

⇒ ”The lesson seems to be this: we cannot fully understand our own concep-

tual scheme withouth plumbing its historical roots”
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